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The focused ion beam-nanotomography (FIB-nt) technique
presented in Part I of this article is a novel high-resolution
three-dimensional (3D) microscopy method that opens new pos-
sibilities for the microstructural investigation of fine-grained
granular materials. Specifically, FIB-nt data volumes allow par-
ticle size distributions (PSD) to be determined, and the current
paper discusses all the processing steps required to obtain the
PSD from 3D data. This includes particle recognition and the
subsequent PSD estimation. A refined watershed approach for
3D particle recognition that tolerates concavities on the particle
surfaces is presented. Particles at the edge of the 3D data vol-
ume are invariably clipped, and because the data volume is of a
very limited size, this effect of boundary truncation seriously
affects the PSD and needs to be corrected. Therefore, two basic
approaches for the stereological correction of the truncation ef-
fects are proposed and validated on artificially modeled particle
data. Finally, the suggested techniques are applied to real 3D-
particle data from ordinary portland cement and the resulting
PSDs compared with data from laser granulometry.

I. Introduction

QUANTITATIVE analysis in particulate systems plays an impor-
tant role in the determination of fundamental structure–

property relationships. This knowledge is used to optimize the
corresponding materials processing steps, for example in cement
and concrete technology, in ceramics, biomedicine, electronics,
and optoelectronics, and in the energy/fuel cell and catalyst in-
dustries. Important attributes of granular textures are particle
shape and topology of grain boundaries, particle size, and par-
ticle size distributions (PSD), number of contacts, and the ge-
ometry of particle–particle interfaces (i.e., contact curvatures).1,2

Furthermore, topological aspects of long-range network struc-
tures, such as the percolation of conductive (particulate) phases,
are of major interest. As many of these granular systems exhibit
a high degree of disorder, quantitative determination of the rel-
evant microstructural attributes such as those suggested by
Gokhale et al.3 can hardly be achieved based on simple 2D im-
aging of cross sections (e.g., scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) or transmission electron microscopy (TEM)). Conse-
quently, three-dimensional (3D) analysis is required to obtain
quantitative information about granular textures.4–6 The ever-
increasing use of raw materials with primary particles in the
submicrometer and nanometer ranges in virtually all materials
science disciplines thus brings with it the necessity for high-
resolution 3D microscopy methods with sub-mm resolution.

Recently, a novel 3D microscopy method named focused ion
beam-nanotomography (FIB-nt) has been developed, which en-
ables acquisition of data volumes with a voxel resolution in the
range of 20 nm, or even below7,8 (for comparison: X-ray tomo-
graphy usually operates with a resolution in the mm- or even 10-
mm range).9 Part I1 shows that FIB-nt has the extraordinary
capability to resolve morphological details of 100 nm scale par-
ticles even from complex agglomerated and fragmented domains
within the dense, grain-supported textures. However, in order to
obtain such reliable particle statistics from the acquired 3D im-
age volumes, sophisticated segmentation techniques are required
to enable accurate identification of individual objects.

In conventional FIB-SEM imaging with either secondary or
backscattered electrons, the contrast between the different min-
eral particles of a granular texture is rather low. As an alterna-
tive detection method, electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)
can also be used in FIB.10 With this method, information on the
crystal orientation can be obtained, which might be helpful for
more detailed object recognition in dense granular textures.
However, as the EBSD detection mode requires mechanical re-
positioning of the sample before and after each slicing/imaging
cycle, this method imposes much higher acquisition times and
lowers the resolution of the FIB-serial sectioning method.

As indicated by the results of our shape analysis in Part I, the
statistical size–shape relationships are affected by the truncation
of particles at the boundary of the acquired image volume. It
appears that larger particles, and especially those with high as-
pect ratios, are preferentially affected by truncation at the data
volume boundaries. From this example, it becomes clear that a
simple statistical analysis such as PSDmay be strongly biased by
boundary truncation and that these effects have to be corrected.

For the extraction of reliable statistical data from 3D volumes
acquired with FIB-nt, appropriate computational procedures
have to be developed that are specifically valuable for the anal-
ysis of granular textures. Of particular importance are:

1. a convenient segmentation technique associated with cor-
rect particle recognition, and

2. a correction of the truncation error at the boundary of
the sample volume.

In this paper, we address both topics. The segmentation
problem is discussed by presenting a strategy for accurate ob-
ject recognition, which is based on an enhanced watershed al-
gorithm. Then, we focus on the truncation remedy: two different
stereological procedures are presented for the correction of the
boundary truncation in order to reconstruct the true PSD from
the imaged volume of limited size. Furthermore, the effect of
boundary truncation on the PSD and the corresponding results
after stereological correction are discussed in detail. For this
purpose, PSD curves are numerically simulated (with and with-
out correction). These new algorithms are then also applied to
real granular textures as obtained in Part I with FIB-nt for ce-
ment samples, and the results are compared with the corre-
sponding data obtained by laser granulometry.
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II. Particle Recognition

The segmentation of particle clusters from the surrounding ma-
trix and their subsequent separation into individual grains is a
widely discussed topic, and the search for the ‘‘correct fragmen-
tation’’ of connected particle clusters is a rather controversial
matter. There are only a few fundamental image processing
tools making up the framework for various segmentation ap-
proaches11: however, for adaptation to specific tasks, these may
be combined in many different ways. Small variations can dra-
matically impair the resulting segmentation quality. A specific
problem for segmentation of dense granular materials is intro-
duced by concave particle shapes, because similar geometries are
also formed at the contact zones of touching particles. In the
following section, we present a segmentation procedure specially
tailored for object recognition in dense granular textures as ob-
tained with FIB-nt. The special feature of this algorithm is a
tuning facility that makes it possible to tolerate concavities up to
a certain degree before a separation of neighboring objects is
initiated.

(1) Segmentation

The volume originally imaged by FIB-nt consists of a stack of
sequential slices with gray value voxels forming a 3D image
volume V(x, y, z) as shown in the left-hand image of Fig. 1. The
subsequent segmentation process now works entirely in 3D. For
segmentation of particles from FIB-nt images, the main chal-
lenge is the separation of the strongly interconnected particles.

The complete segmentation procedure is divided into three
independent steps. Step one consists of unraveling all particles
from the surrounding resin matrix and results in a binary mask
M(x, y, z) that provides the basis for the successive particle rec-
ognition process. Step two is the identification of all particles in
M(x, y, z), whereby a cluster of interconnected particles shall be
split up into a number of individual objects. Step 3 is required to
determine the actual boundary limits of each particle. A detailed
description of Steps 1–3 is given below.

(2) Step 1—Defining the Particle Mask

The determination of the 3D particle mask M(x, y, z) includes
automatic thresholding based on histogram characteristics. Fig-
ure 2 shows how the FIB-nt image values of typical cement
particles and those of epoxy resin form two distinct peaks.
Combined, the positions at the maximum ascending and de-
scending slopes of the rather pronounced cement particle peak
(Fig. 2) form appropriate threshold values tl and tu, respectively,
for the extraction of the elementary 3D particle mask

Mðx; y; zÞ ¼ 1;8tl < Vðx; y; zÞ < tu
0; otherwise

�
(1)

as portrayed by the middle image in Fig. 1. The FIB volume
features excellent contrast between particles and matrix as well
as a sufficiently high spatial homogeneity, thereby allowing the
particles to be separated from the surrounding impregnation
resin1 by common thresholding. High voxel resolution com-
bined with a compact point spread function guarantees that the
resulting particle mask is not heavily sensitive to minor thresh-
old shifts, allowing the threshold values to be automatically de-
termined from the histogram characteristic (Fig. 2).

After step one, however, all particles in M(x, y, z) are still in-
terconnected with each other (Fig. 1, center). The separation is
performed by the subsequent segmentation step.

(3) Step 2—Identification of Individual Particles

The top left picture in Fig. 3 shows a 2D section through a 3D
model example of a particle mask. It consists of one single object
that is composed of five overlapping particles.

A widely used approach for the fragmentation of a binary
mask is the watershed segmentation algorithm.12–14 It relies on
the fact that eroding a binary image will cause touching features
to become separated before they disappear. Conventional wa-
tershed fragmentation causes a mask M(x, y, z) to become sep-
arated at each concavity on the particle surface. As cement
particles cannot be assumed to be strictly convex, the conven-
tional watershed approach will result in much overpartitioning.

The new fragmentation concept makes use of a refined wa-
tershed technique. Here, the erosion j of the mask M is carried
out by a stepwise increase in the eroding distance dj. A particle
pi is then subdivided into pi1, pi2 only if some fragmentation

Fig. 1. Segmentation of a three-dimensional particle volume (scale: 23.5 mm� 19.2 mm� 9.5 mm) using the modified watershed approach. The particle
mask from the original scanning electron microscopic image volume (left) is achieved by a histogram-based thresholding (center). All but a few particles
are closely connected to each other. An adapted watershed segmentation algorithm is used for splitting up the particle clusters into single grains (right).
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Fig. 2. Histogram of a particle image from focused ion beam-nano-
tomography. The lower and the upper thresholds, tl and tu, respectively,
are determined by the location of the maximum and the minimum gra-
dients in the first histogram peak formed by the particle values.
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constraints ci1;jðkÞ; ci2;jðkÞ are met with

ci1;jðkÞ ¼ ðdj < krpi1Þ; ci2;jðkÞ ¼ ðdj < krpi2Þ (2)

The radii rpi1 and rpi2 represent the maximum distances from
the interior of pi1 and pi2 to the respective surface boundaries.
The constant of proportionality k,0oko1 is a predefined con-
straint. During the fragmentation process, the eroding distance
dj,j5 1, y, n is gradually increased.

The implementation of the proposed idea makes use of the
Euclidean distance transform15 of the particle mask M(x, y, z),
resulting in a 3D distance map D(x, y, z) where the shortest dis-
tance to the surface is provided for any location inside of the
particle mask. Based on D(x, y, z), all erosions Ej with distance
dj are determined easily with

Ejðx; y; zÞ ¼
1; 8Dðx; y; zÞ > dj
0; otherwise

�
(3)

After each erosion with dj, a labeling process is implemented for
all particles i in order to identify the most recent fragmentations
Fi,j that occur when proceeding from erosion Ej�1 to erosion Ej.
Each fragmentation Fi,j is validated according to the constraints
ci1;jðkÞ; ci2;jðkÞ and either accepted or rejected. The predefined
constant k delimits the magnitude of a constriction beyond
which a fragmentation is stopped.

(4) Step 3—Determination of the Boundary Limits

The fragmentation just described yields a labeling mask
L(x, y, z) containing the information about the positions of the
cores of all the disassembled particles. Owing to the erosion
processes, the particle fragments in L are reduced in size during
fragmentation. With a dilation based on the distance map

D(x, y, z) and the eroding distance dj, the particles can, howev-
er, be restored to their original shape and size. This dilation
process is performed by repetitively adding layers of width 1 to
the eroded particles. For each layer, only those voxels at a cur-
rent level of D(x, y, z) are considered. Finally, only voxels that
do not cause two separated regions to become reconnected are
actually added to the mask. More details about the idea and
implementation of this technique are given in the literature.11,14

(5) Segmentation Characteristic

In conventional watershed segmentation, the regions in
M(x, y, z) are totally eroded before dilating them back to the
original boundaries. This implies that only entirely convex ob-
jects are not split up, as any concavity would involve a separa-
tion. Applied to regular cement particles where concavities on
particle surfaces frequently occur, this leads to numerous im-
proper fragmentations, as shown in the top right image in Fig. 4.
In contrast, the proposed algorithm presented here provides a
control parameter k for suitable regulation of the fragmentation,
thereby allowing an appropriate segmentation to be achieved.
An example of this is shown in the lower right image of Fig. 4.

The behavior of the suggested segmentation technique and
the effect of k are shown in Fig. 3. The top left image displays a
cross section through five spheres that overlap to various de-
grees. Conventional watershed segmentation results in the top
right image of Fig. 3, where particles are split at any concavity.
This result is correct for the current model, which intrinsically
assumes five spheres. In reality, however, it is debatable whether,
for instance, the sphere pair A/B actually represents two inde-
pendent particles, or a single particle with surface concavities.
The same question can be posed with respect to pairs C/E and
A/C, and even for the cluster D/C/E. For real particles such as
those displayed in Fig. 4 (top left), the result of overfragmenta-
tion by conventional watershed segmentation is dramatic
(Fig. 4, top right).

Fig. 3. Segmentation of a simple model with spheres. The top left image shows a particle cluster consisting of five overlapping spheres. The top center
image illustrates the distance transform D(x, y, z) for fast erosion/dilation and for verifying the constraint. The top right image is the fragmentation
occurring for kI1 or for conventional watershed segmentation. The lower row of images shows some segmentation results for varying kA{0.4, 0.6, 0.8}.
The gray mask illustrates the resulting labeling mask L(x, y, z) containing the positions of the fragmented particles.
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In Fig. 3, the suggested algorithm yields a fragmentation into
five objects for k40.8. For decreasing k, fragmentation reduces
to concavities of increasing extent. The magnitude of concave
indentation is always measured relative to the size of the particle
that is under consideration to be split off. Figure 3 also shows
the segmentation results for several values of the variable con-
straint k. Particle D exhibits a small relative overlap to its neigh-
bor C, and is split off from the cluster already at k5 0.4. The
overlap of particle pair C/E is similar in width; however, particle
E is much smaller than D and is therefore not separated under
k5 0.8. For k5 0, no fragmentation would occur. For the sys-
tem of real particles in Fig. 4, the results for k5 0.9 are dis-
played in the bottom right image of the figure.

The above discussion shows clearly that altering k has a sig-
nificant influence on the fragmentation result when the algo-
rithm is applied to a strongly connected mask. In the work
described below, where segmentation was applied to cement
particle volumes from FIB-nt, the parameter k was interactively
adjusted such that the resulting segmentation would best possi-
bly fit a visual judgment.

As also becomes obvious from Figs. 3 and 4, the decision as
to how far a particle cluster is supposed to be fragmented into
single particles lacks a strictly physical definition. Particularly
for complex granular systems like cement powders where rapid
cooling of the clinker and subsequent grinding leads to numer-
ous internal cracks and where chemical reactivity induces ag-
glomeration already at low relative humidity, the question of
what objects should be considered as individual particles is dif-
ficult to answer. With such complex systems, FIB-nt is unique in
that it permits visual inspection of a potential particle structure
(Figs. 1 and 4) resulting from the application of a specific
constraint k and the corresponding statistical analysis (e.g.,
PSD as shown in Fig. 10). This is important for the qualitative
interpretation of the apparently quantitative result. Thus, in
contrast to most conventional methods for particle analysis
(e.g., light-scattering technique/laser diffraction, sedimenta-
tion/centrifugation, turbidity, eloctrosonic amplitude,17) which
are based on indirect measurements including a physical model
for data processing (e.g., Mie theory for light scattering18),

FIB-nt offers the possibility of a direct visual inspection and
evaluation of the 3D particle structure on which the statistical
results are based.

III. Estimation of the True PSD

In addition to the analysis of higher-order topological features
such as particle shape and interface geometry,1 the segmentation
and particle separation from FIB-nt data permits the PSD to be
assessed.

For a satisfactory judgment of the proper degree of fragmen-
tation, the best possible spatial resolution is preferable. Howev-
er, as the resolution of a given FIB-nt volume increases, the
number of recorded particles decreases if the data volume is kept
constant. A useful compromise is thus required. For many cases,
the FIB-nt data volume is relatively small and hence, the trun-
cation of particles at the data volume boundaries introduces an
additional source of error. With traditional PSD systems based
on 2D imaging (e.g., particle analysis in SEM16), it is not essen-
tial to consider this error because they provide a large number of
particles. Rather, the estimation of the average particle size from
projected 2D particles19 is the central issue there, and the trun-
cation problem is either disregarded, or adjusted by eliminating
the border particles, which is acceptable if the number of
particles is very large (� 50 000–100000). A typical FIB-nt par-
ticle volume as it is shown in Fig. 1 contains only about 2200
particles (cement fraction No. 3 in Part I of this article1), and
because of this limited number of particles, the correction of the
truncation effect is therefore of major importance.

A 3D PSD approach proposed by Tewari and Gokhale4 by-
passes the truncation problem by connecting multiple adjacent
volumes and compensating the truncation bias associated with
each individual volume by applying an appropriate montage
technique. However, for practical reasons, multiple adjacent
volumes cannot be acquired by FIB. In the case of basic par-
ticle counting, Russ20 mentions two established ways to correct
for the truncation problem. One way is to only consider particles
touching the top and left edges of a given image and to neglect

Fig. 4. A cross section through an original scanning electron microscopic particle volume (top left, scale: 23.5 mm� 19.2 mm at 793� 509 pixels) and its
particle mask (bottom left). Due to numerous concavities, improper splitting may occur (top right). This represents the result of the unmodified wa-
tershed algorithm. The refined segmentation can be tuned with parameter k in order to produce a much more accurate fragmentation (bottom right).
Notice that in order to judge the splittings, the three-dimensional progress of a particle must always be kept in mind.
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those at the bottom and right edges. Another approach includes
basic probability considerations.

In conclusion, the limitations of the inspected window size
(i.e., the size of the acquired data volume) and the limited
number of particles represent a considerable source of error
for particle analysis with FIB-nt. The corresponding boundary
problem is discussed in Section IV, where the truncation prob-
lem is analyzed and two possible remedies are proposed. In Sec-
tion V, the effects of the proposed refinements are discussed in
relation to modeled as well as to real particle data from FIB-nt
and from laser granulometry. The latter comparison serves as a
validation of the entire procedure including 3D imaging, particle
recognition, and stereological correction.

IV. Truncation Remedy at Boundary Planes

Two alternative ways to correct for the truncation effect are
proposed, namely an unspecific correction involving the total
amount of particles, as well as a specific correction on the trun-
cated particles only.

(1) Method A—Unspecific Correction of All Particles

The effect of particle truncation with respect to the inspected
window size is first discussed in terms of probability consider-
ations.

Suppose an inspected window W of the width SW is given
together with a cubiform particle of size d and an original
volume V0, which is located at a position p, as shown in
Fig. 5. The particle is visible whenever p is located within the
interval [�d, S]. This interval increases as the particle size d
increases and hence, the probability for larger particles to be
truncated is higher than for smaller particles. This is the back-
ground why discarding border particles (see Section III) may
cause an underestimation of the large volume particles relative
to the small ones.

If a particle is only visible inside of W, its recorded volume
V(p) depends on its location p. Assuming a uniform local dis-
tribution of many such particles, the expected mean volume Vm

of a particle of size d that is visible inside ofW is integrated to

Vm ¼
1

S þ d

Z S

�d
VðpÞdp ¼ V0

S

S þ d
(4)

For d � SW , Vm approaches V0 and the correction of the
truncation becomes obsolete. For 3D particle windows W, fea-
turing bounding plane sections in the x, y, and z-directions, the
volume loss due to truncation occurs for all 3D and is multipli-
catively accumulated for each dimension, yielding

Vm ¼ V0
SxSySz

ðSxþ dxÞðSyþ dyÞðSzþ dzÞ (5)

The mean ratio R of the expected volume Vm to the original
volume V0 obtained by applying Eq. (5) is displayed in Fig. 6.

The figure illustrates the importance of a sufficiently large im-
aging window W relative to the largest particles in the sample.
For instance, if a particle spans half of the window size, on
average only 30 vol% of it will be visible inside W. Less than
13 vol% of particles of the same size as the window W are
expected to be recorded.

Instead of taking R as a measure for the average ratio of the
recorded volume for a given window W and particle size d, R
may reciprocally be used as a correction factor for a particle set
acquired from an image volume of a certain window size SW . As
R was calculated by considering the complete set of particles—
those affected by truncation as well as those entirely included in
W—no differentiation is necessary when employing R as a cor-
rection factor for a PSD derived from an image volume. It
should be noted here that this approach is based on the as-
sumption of a typical particle shape, which is assumed to be a
cube for Eq. (5). If the particle shapes are unknown, this might
serve as a reasonable assumption.

In the remainder of this work, the correction just discussed
will be referred to as an ‘‘unspecific correction,’’ as it is applied
to the total number of particles regardless of whether they are
affected by the truncation or not.

(2) Method B—Specific Correction of Truncated
Particles Only

An alternative approach for the remedy of boundary defects
that does not call for the knowledge of the particle shapes will
now be introduced. It requires that the truncated particles be
identified, and hence will be referred to as a ‘‘specific correc-
tion.’’ Fortunately, the information regarding whether or not a
specific particle P is truncated by a bounding area A can be de-
termined easily by detecting whether or not P adjoins A. Sub-
sequently, a probability criterion for the reconstruction of the
original particle size of each truncated particle is required to
remedy its boundary defects.

For the determination of the expected volume Vm for a trun-
cated particle, let P be a specific particle with an original volume
V0. Furthermore, let the particle be intersected by a plane A at
position p, and the particle fraction to the left of this plane be
chopped off, as shown in Fig. 7. The remaining recorded particle
volume V(p) that depends on the position p of the plane A will
be left over. The x-axis is defined perpendicular to the section
plane A. The coordinate system is chosen relative to the particle
P and the origin is chosen to lie at its barycenter.

The particle width in Fig. 7 is (2a), i.e., it spans a horizontal
range of [�a, a]. The horizontal range inside of the recorded
image volume is truncated to the interval [p, a]. In 2D, a particle
shape can be modeled with the help of a function h(x) describing
the particle width at location x. In 3D, h(x) is defined to describe
the cross-sectional area through P at location x.

Now, the volume of a particle P can be expressed by the
integral of the cross-sectional area h(x) over the recorded

Fig. 5. A cubiform particle of dimension dwhich is bounded by a frame
of width SW is visible whenever p is located within [�d, S]. The size of
the truncated particle strongly depends on the frame width SW .
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range with

V0 ¼
Z a

�a
hðxÞdx (6)

A particle that is truncated by A at the position p retains a
remaining recorded volume V(p) of

VðpÞ ¼
Z a

p

hðxÞdx (7)

A particle is recorded by the image volume whenever the posi-
tion of the boundary area A meets the condition poa. In the
case of po�a, the particle is completely enclosed inside the im-
age volume, and in the case �aopoa, P is always truncated.
Thus, on average, the expected recorded volume of visible and
truncated particles is given by

Vm ¼
1

2a

Z a

�a
VðpÞdp ¼ 1

2a

Z a

�a
dp

Z a

p

hðxÞdx (8)

The integral in Eq. (8) can be separated into two expressions
and written as

Vm ¼
1

2a
ðQ� RÞwithQ ¼

Z a

�a
dp

Z a

0

hðxÞdx

R ¼
Z a

�a
dp

Z p

0

hðxÞdx
(9)

Assuming the particle P is centrosymmetric with respect to its
barycenter, thereby inducing h(x)5 h(�x), the expressions un-
der Eq. (9) can be simplified considerably. For the term Q, this
implies Q5Va. Likewise, as centrosymmetry implies that
H(x)5�H(�x) where H(x) is the primitive of h(x), the term
R disappears.

In summary, Eqs. (6) through (9) yield

Vm ¼
1

2a

Z a

�a
dp

Z a

p

hðxÞdx ¼ 1

2

Z a

�a
hðxÞdx ¼ 1

2
V0 (10)

When omitting the assumption of centrosymmetric shapes,
the above considerations still remain valid provided that the
particles are assumed to be randomly oriented. In order to show
this, let a set of particles Pi, iA{1 ,y, m} of uniform cross-sec-
tional area h(x) be examined. Considering an arbitrary angular
alignment of Pi, the average over a large number of particles
(i.e., large m) becomes rotationally symmetric. As rotational
symmetry is a special case of centrosymmetry, the above con-

siderations apply for particles of any shape h(x) under the as-
sumption of random orientation.

Equation (10) proves that if a particle is truncated by one
single plane, its original size is expected to be twice as large on
average. The only precondition is a random orientation of the
particles. In 3D volumes, a particle Pmight be truncated by one,
two, or three bounding planes at the same time, depending on
whether P adjoins a single face, an edge, or a vertex. For each
additional intersecting plane, the above findings are cumulated.
Thus, if a particle is intersected by n adjacent planes, its original
volume V0 is expected to correspond to the experimentally ac-
quired truncated volume V enlarged by a factor x.

V0 ¼ xV; x ¼ 2n (11)

The correction according to Eq. (11) (Method B) is specifi-
cally applied to each single particle that is affected by trunca-
tion. This is in contrast to Method A where the values of the
total PSD are corrected.

V. Discussion of the Particle Truncation Corrections

The following section contains a further discussion about the
impact of particle truncation by performing numerical simula-
tion and analysis of true FIB-nt data, and about the effect of the
correction methods proposed in Sections IV (1) and (2) for rem-
edying truncation errors.

(1) Numerical Modeling

A set of n5 1 000 000 uniformly distributed and randomly sized
cuboid-shaped particles was modeled. Each particle was indi-
vidually inserted into a new frame W with dimensions SW at a
random location. For each new particle added, the resulting
particle size after truncation byW was successively added to the
PSD statistics. As each particle was entered into an empty win-
dow, no interparticle overlap was considered, thus validating the
effect of truncation only. The side length of the cubes was cho-
sen to follow a Gaussian distribution with a mean value of
m5 700 [units] and a standard deviation of s5 4/7. Possible
negative values were reflected to the zero line. The correspond-

ing particle diameter sphere equivalent di ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
6Vi

p
3

q
was taken as

the basis for the histogram classes. The large number of particles
used for numerical validation represents a sound statistical ba-
sis. For comparison, the SEM particle analysis in Part I of this
article was achieved with n5 50 000 particles.

Figure 8, top left, shows the uncorrected histogram of the
particles with reference to the particle diameter d as a function of
varying window size. The displayed data set must be understood
as the mean distribution that results from a large number of
independent particle acquisition steps. The diameter range is
split into equally sized bins with widths of 50[units], hence the
stair-like characteristic of the curves. The black curve represents
the unconstrained original particle distribution. If the particle
set is narrowed by a decreasing inspection windowW of size SW ,
the resulting particle size apparently moves toward lower d. In
cases where the particle spans the entire window W in a given
dimension, it is truncated to the respective window width. This is
the reason why for SW ¼ 500½units� (red curve), the largest par-
ticles attain a diameter of 620.35[units]. Consequently, the last
bin of the histogram at the 600�700[units] interval contains a
comparatively large number of particles by holding all of the
largest particles.

The top right graph in Fig. 8 shows the results of a simple
correction where the truncated particles are entirely omitted. If
SW is small relative to di (i.e., smaller than about twice the mean
particle size), the resulting PSD histograms become strongly
distorted. It has to be emphasized that in real examinations, the
particle count will be dramatically reduced for small SW=di by
omitting truncated particles. In contrast, the particle count
n5 1 000 000 remained fixed for the modeling performed here.

Fig. 7. Centrosymmetric particle which is truncated by an intersecting
plane A at position p. If the abscissa is assumed to be perpendicular to A
and if the actually recorded image volume is located to the right, the
particle will be visible for all xA[p, a]. The invisible truncated parts of the
particle volume are shaded with a gray pattern.
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The bottom left graph in Fig. 8 shows the same data as pre-
sented at the top left, but after correction according to unspecific
Method A. The deviation from the true distribution (black
curve) is small, unless the inspected window size falls below

the mean particle dimensions ðd > SWÞ.
As the particle shape was taken to be a cuboid for the sim-

ulations and the correction by Method A also presupposes this
particle geometry, the good agreement after correction is not
unexpected. However, if the particle shape strongly differs from
a cuboid, the accuracy of the correction may suffer considerably,
as will be observed for the example of real cement particles
(Figs. 10 and 12).

Correction with specific Method B is independent of the par-
ticle shape, but it requires knowledge of the number of planes n
each particle is truncated by. The bottom right graph in Fig. 8
shows the results after correction according to Method B (Eq.
(11)). The results also show a good match with the original par-
ticle size distribution, provided that SW is sufficiently large. For
d > SW , the expected particle size actually becomes unpredict-
able, as such particles may span the entire window width and
accordingly the assumptions for Eq. (11) are only valid as an
approximation.

So far, only the particle size histograms have been discussed;
however, reference to volume fractions (i.e., the so-called cu-
mulative size distribution curves) is more customary in particle

analysis. The effect of the above simulations on the resulting
volume fractions is shown in Fig. 9. The results arise from the
same model assumptions at the same SW as in Fig. 8.

The measured results and the true volume fractions again
become increasingly separated from each other with decreasing
SW . Elimination of the truncated particles proves not to be ap-
plicable for this case of polydisperse PSDs. In contrast, both
corrections A and B give good approximations to the true vol-
ume fractions at dW . However, for the smallest window size
SW ¼ 500½units� where many particles are larger than SW , the
results from Method B are considerably better than the results
corrected by Method A. This is also indicated by the compar-
ison of mean square errors em for the PSD data, which are listed
in Table I. As an additional measure, the relative errors of the
volume fractions at 97%, 50%, and 3% (d97, d50, d03) are listed
for the different correction methods. Method B yields the small-
est mean square errors for all window sizes, but the advantage
over the other methods is particularly large for the smallest
window size. Here, an overall reduction by a factor of 8.4 is
achieved for Method B compared withMethod A. In view of the
progression of d50 at descending SW , it can be stated that the
proposed corrections are valid up to a ratio of mean particle
size d to window size SW of not more than d

SW
< 1. This range

of tolerance is not too large to make FIB data acquisition too
time intensive, so that FIB can well be used to determine PSD.
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Fig. 8. Impact of the inspected window size on the resulting particle distribution. A set of cuboid particles with originally Gaussian-distributed side
lengths (m5 700[units], s5 4/7) is limited by a vision panel of a variable size. The particle distributions resulting from the different window sizes are
displayed together with the original distribution (top left graph). Particle analysis software (e.g., for automated scanning electron microscopic analysis)
usually enables omission of particles located at the edge of the examined window. This approach causes the number of large particles to be increasingly
underestimated as the size of the inspected window W decreases (top right graph). After correction according to Method A, the agreement with the
original unbounded distribution is considerably improved (bottom left graph), except for the smallest window where the average particle size is larger
than the inspected window size SW . The correction according to Method B again yields a good agreement with the original particle size distributions,
except for an average particle size larger than SW (bottom right graph).
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So far, particles with a Gaussian distribution of sizes
have been used for assessing the correction methods A and B.
Figure 11 shows the case where a collection of monosized par-
ticles is simulated. A set of n5 1 000 000 monosized cubes with
side length m5 500[units] is considered for a window width
SW ¼ 1000½units�. While a perfect agreement is achieved be-
tween the real PSD (black) and the one recorded after omitting
all truncated particles (magenta), the originally measured PSD
as well as corrections A and B deviate from the real PSD. The
example shows that omitting truncated particles from the sta-
tistics of measured values yields the best results for monosized
samples. This also holds true for very narrow size distributions
as the particles entirely inside ofW exactly represent the stand-
ard particles.

(2) Correcting the Truncation Effect for Cement Powder
Particles

The previous analyses have focused on simulated particles. Al-
though cuboid-shaped model particles were chosen that exactly
meet the assumptions for Method A, the more general Method
B provides a correction that exhibits an even higher accuracy
thanMethod A for this predefined particle shape. As Figs. 1 and
4 show, real particle distributions as observed in cement powder
do not offer the benefit of known particle shapes and this causes
additional uncertainty when Method A is applied.

In Part I of this contribution,1 several grain size fractions of
cement powder were measured using FIB-nt. Of these, fraction
No. 3 is used in this paper to evaluate the data processing steps,
and it is this material whose FIB-nt data are shown in its raw
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Fig. 9. Resulting volume fractions after limitation of the examined window size. A set of 1 000 000 cuboid particles with originally Gaussian-distributed
side lengths with a mean of m5 700[units] and a standard deviation of s54/7 was analyzed using four different window sizes of 500, 1000, 3000,
12 000[units] (same settings as in Fig. 8). A plot is provided for each window size, with each plot showing the original progression of the volume fraction
in black, together with the one gathered by evaluating the originally acquired particle set (blue), the particle set without the truncated particles (magenta),
as well as the particle set corrected according to Method A (green) and Method B (red).

Table I. Mean Square Errors ēm, and Relative Errors of the Fractions d97, d50, d03 in [%] of the Recorded PSDData, as a Function of
the Correction Method

SW

Measured particles Without truncated particles Correction Method A Correction Method B

�em e(d97) e(d50) e(d03) �em(d97) e(d97) e(d50) e(d03) �em e(d97) e(d50) e(d03) �em e(d97) e(d50) e(d03)

500 795.4 74.7 68.3 71.9 795.4 80.0 80.1 85.9 175.7 42.0 35.0 57.3 21.0 0.7 11.4 40.0
1000 283.8 50.2 49.4 57.1 283.8 58.5 59.1 67.9 12.9 10.4 8.1 41.0 12.1 57.6 3.0 26.2
3000 44.3 17.3 22.8 31.2 44.3 16.7 20.0 27.8 9.4 36.3 7.4 18.8 2.6 21.8 0.8 13.7
12000 3.3 4.5 6.7 10.2 3.3 3.7 4.9 7.4 1.9 12.8 3.9 5.3 0.2 5.8 0.9 4.3

PSD, particle size distributions.
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and segmented states in Figs. 1 and 4. The corresponding PSD
results after particle fragmentation and stereological correction
are shown in Fig. 10. The constant k5 0.9 was chosen such that
the resulting particle fragmentation would well meet a visual
overall judgment of the entire volume. The particles at d50 ex-
hibit a typical diameter of about 1/3 of the smallest window di-
mension SWz. This situation is comparable to the simulated
particle sets at SW ¼ 3000½units� (bottom left graph in Fig. 9).

While the true PSD characteristics are available only for the
simulations, they are not precisely known for cement powder
fractions. Instead, it is useful to compare the PSD characteristic
from FIB-nt with distributions acquired using other widely used
particle sizing techniques. For this purpose, the PSD of cement
fraction No. 3 was measured using laser diffraction (LD), and
laser diffraction with polarization intensity differential scatter-
ing (PIDS). In the remainder of the text, these two methods are
referred to as LD-Malvern (referring to the instrument built by
Malvern Instruments Ltd., Malvern, UK, which was used) and
LD-PIDS, respectively.

While for particles larger thanB1.0 mm there is a close agree-
ment of both LD measurements with the FIB-nt PSD analysis
corrected with eitherMethods A or B, a certain mismatch occurs
for smaller particles (Fig. 10). Indeed, LD is not suitable for
classifying particles of a size below the wavelength of the applied
laser (LD-Malvern: l5633 nm, LD-PIDS: l5450/600/900 nm).

Under such conditions, sharp edges on particle surfaces will be
interpreted as particles of that scale. In contrast, the mean voxel
resolution for the acquired FIB-nt data from fraction No. 3 is 42
nm. This resolution is sufficient for the analysis of particles in
the range between 400 nm and 1 mm, and therefore FIB-nt is a
significantly more reliable technique than LD for the sizing of
submicron particles. The very good match for particles larger
than 1 mmwhere LDmethods are reliable confirms that the total
procedure including FIB-nt imaging, particle recognition, and
stereological correction by both methods (A and B) can be val-
idated by laser granulometry. The comparision of PSDs ob-
tained with FIB-nt versus other techniques will be the subject of
a following paper.

The quality of the corrected distributions in Fig. 10 was
examined further by investigating whether or not they remain
stationary when the inspected window size SW is reduced.
The original window size used for the analysis of grain size
fraction No. 3 is given by SW ¼ 23:5mm� 19:2 mm� 9:5 mm.1

From this original sample, a subvolume with the x, y, z
dimensions reduced by a factor of 0.3 each was extracted,
leaving a total volume of only 1/37 of the raw volume
ðSW ¼ 7:05� 5:67� 2:85mm3Þ. This volume reduction is
roughly equivalent to the reduction of SW ¼ 3000½units� down
to SW ¼ 1000½units� (Section V (1), Fig. 9).

The results are shown in Fig. 12, again in relation to the LD
measurements discussed above. The measured fraction changes
significantly for large particles (mean square error
e(d50)5 39.4% and the accuracy deteriorates even further
when omitting the truncated particles due to an underestima-
tion of the large particles (e(d50)5 58.2%). In contrast, the vol-
ume fractions corrected according to Methods A and B remain
more stable with the reduction in the analyzed volume (Method
A: e(d50)5 28.2%, Method B: e(d50)5 0.4%). Here, the greatest
deviations occur for the largest particles. The observed step-like
shape of the PSD curves is attributed to the small particle count.
Especially for large particles, these steps considerably increase in
width after a correction is applied because large particles are
subject to particularly strong corrections.

VI. Conclusions

Thus, it has been demonstrated that the novel FIB-nt technique
is not only an excellent approach for the acquisition of real 3D
data for microstructural analysis but is also a powerful tool for
generating particle size distributions. The method possesses a
spatial resolution that is sufficient to characterize even the small-
est size fractions of finely divided particulate materials, as dem-
onstrated on the example of cement powder in this work.
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Fig. 10. Volume fractions from cement particles of grain size fraction
No. 3 as measured in Part I of this contribution.1 The ratio of the in-
spected frame size relative to the particle diameter at d50 is about 3:1. In
addition to the original particle size distribution (PSD) obtained with
focused ion beam and its corrected versions, the PSD from two common
laser diffraction methods are also shown.
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The computational techniques for object recognition and for
correction of truncation effects presented in this paper are the
basis for reliable statistical characterization of granular textures.
The particular power of the method is that for the first time it is
possible to compare a PSD characteristic relative to the particle
fragmentation with which it is associated. This is especially use-
ful for the analysis of cement fractions because particles in these
materials form agglomerates of quasi-fractal appearance where
identification of the grain boundaries becomes ambiguous. The
enhanced watershed segmentation method introduced here is
able to cope with this microstructural complexity because the
specific amount of fragmentation can be controlled with the
adjustable parameter k. Thus, a major advantage of the FIB-nt
PSD technique is that the fragmentation result can be visually
evaluated in true 3D and regenerated with an adjusted value of k
if the result is not physically tenable.

A problematical issue with the technique is that the acquisi-
tion of FIB-nt volumes is a time-consuming process, and there-
fore it is desirable to keep the acquired volumes as small as
possible. With such small data sets, however, the original image
data are strongly affected by the truncation of the particles at
the sample boundaries. Two appropriate remedies have been
proposed and verified on model calculations and on practical
3D measurements of real cement particles. Comparison with
data from two conventional PSD methods showed that after
these corrections are applied, the FIB-nt PSD results give reli-
able estimates of the effective size distribution.

In future, FIB-nt may also be applied to the analysis of gran-
ular textures in solid bodies of material. The ability to use the
technique on densified bulk material is a distinct advantage over
conventional methods such as laser diffraction, which are only
applicable to suspensions and loose powders. FIB-nt, in com-
bination with the presented computational techniques, thus lay
the foundations for quantitative microstructural analysis of fine-
structured granular materials such as particle-reinforced ceram-
ic-composite materials5 and cryo-stabilized suspensions of ce-
ment pastes.21
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